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“SIMPLEX”
In preference to all other 
Creain Beparators is be- 

the ••Simplex" is:

So Easy to Turn 
So Easy to Clean 
So Perfect In Skimming 
So Quick In Separating 
So Pleaelng In Appearance 
Self Balancing 
Seldom out of Repair 
Soon Paye for Itaelf

LASTS A LIFETIME
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I Note Its beauty and heavy compact| as paya, savaa
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f ofThere are other advantages to favor of the "Simplex.” 
are explained In our literature, which will be mailed to you free on

of cleaning, simplicity, self-balancingThe ease of running, 
bowl. lnterrh.ngo.Mo aptodlo point, low-dow. aupply tod. toe gon- 
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plex • make It the favorite everywhere It goes.

so constructed that theyThen, too, our large capacity machines, 
turn more easily than most other separators, n gardleas of capac
ity, will enable you to separate your milk in half the time. This 

advantage It will pay you to enjoy.

Bear in mind we allow you to prove all theae claim*
—oinee "Proof of the Pudding le »" the Eating."

particular, about the "Simplex" and our 
the "Simplex" and represent ue locally
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D. Derbyshire éi Co.
Head Office and Works - BROCKV1LL , ONT.

PETERBO*OUuH, CHL, MONT»EAL >od QUEBt C, R-Q 
AGENTS IN A FaW UNHiPRcaSENTED DISTRICTS

WE WANT

with the average:
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51uu# don’t ask you to pay us • cent until you have
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